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Abstract: The cloud computing is the architecture in which virtual machines are involved and connect with the cloud service provider. The virtual machines connect with the cloud service provider on behalf of the users Nowadays load balancing is very big issues to solve this issue various load balancing approaches are proposed. The virtual machines get overburden due to uncertainties and to handle this challenge the genetic algorithms is applied for virtual machine migration in cloud environment. In this research work, the proposed algorithm is applied for virtual machine migration and outcomes are correlated with the existing used genetic algorithm in terms of latency, bandwidth utilization, and space utilization. The results show that our proposed approach achieves better performance for cloud user and maximal profits for cloud providers by doing optimal virtual machine migration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is an archetype of computing. In this paradigm, large numbers of servers are linked to public and private networks. These linked systems support a dynamically extensible framework for file storage, information and application. The term Cloud computing describes both a platform and a form of application. The development of cloud computing decreased the computation amount, content depository, application hosting, and transfer in a significant manner. [1] It is a realistic technique to understand direct rate advantages. This technology can alter an information center from a capital-intensive arrange to a changeable value setting. Cloud computing approach is established on an extremely basic principle of the utilization of IT potentials. The services models comprises by cloud computing are Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Storage as a service (STaaS), Security as a service (SECaaS), etc. The users of Software as a Service give payment to utilize applications running within the Cloud’s provider framework such as SalesForce. The applications are normally provided to the users through the Internet. The Cloud provider manages these applications wholly. The Cloud Providers of Platform as a Service provide a platform to developer for example Google App Engine. This allows users to install custom software by means of the tools and programming languages recommended by the cloud provider. Infrastructure as a Service delivers hardware resources for example CPU, disk space or network devices in the form of service. The Cloud provider distributes these resources as a virtualization platform. The client can get access to these resources using the Internet. The client manages virtualized platform [2]. In this service model, a big service supplier rents space in their storage structure on the payment base. This service model is frequently utilized to resolve the offsite backup concerns. In this model, a huge service provider combines its protected services into a business framework on payment basis in a cost-effective way in comparison with several individuals or companies. In the scenario of cloud computing, load balancing offers an effective answer to different problems occurring within the cloud computing environment system and practice. Load balancing must consider two major tasks. These tasks are resource distribution and scheduling in a dispersed environment. Load balancing reassigns the whole assignment to the individual nodes for a group of arrangement for utilizing time and resources in a more effective way. Load balancing is the fundamental method used for the scaling of an application server system [3]. According to the increased demand of the users the recent system are combined to the resource pool. In this situation, the load balancer, transfer the traffic directly to the novel server. Considerable enhancement in performance, constancy preservation of the system, improvement in the flexibility of the system and development of a fault tolerant system through the creation of backups are some goals of load balancer. There are two kinds of load balancing approach first one is static load balancing technique and second one is dynamic load balancing approach. In the static load balancing approach, the decision about the transferring of the weight does not rely on the existing system state. It needs awareness about the applications and resources of the system. At the time of job arrival, the performance of the virtual machines is determined. The master processor allocates workload to other slave processors as per their functioning. Therefore, the slave processors perform the assigned work and the outcome is delivered to the master processor [4].
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The dynamic load balancing algorithms use the present state data of the system for making any choice intended for load balancing. Therefore, the load shifting depends upon the current state of the system. It permits procedures to shift from an overused mechanism to an underused mechanism animatedly for sooner implementation. Round robin is the static load balancing approach. This algorithm makes use of a time-slicing method. This algorithm works in a round manner. In a round manner, a time slice is allotted to every node and each node has to wait for its turn. The time is divided and the interval is given to every node. Every node has to perform its task in the allotted time slice. Another static load balancing technique is Opportunistic Load Balancing approach. This algorithm does not take into account the current workload of the virtual machine. This algorithm generally keeps all nodes busy. This technique supplies a load balancing agenda however does not generate a better outcome. Min-Min is a static load balancing technique. In this technique, the parameters related to the task are acknowledged earlier. The cloud manager recognizes the implementation and completion time of the unassigned task waiting nearby [5]. The jobs with minimum execution time are being assigned firstly to the processors for the completion of task in time. But the tasks with the highest execution have to delay for a particular time period. The max-min algorithm is identical to the Min-Min approach. In this algorithm, the maximum time jobs are chosen after the completion of minimum time tasks. After the completion of minimum jobs, the queued tasks are given to the processor. As it is a static algorithm, therefore the time of each task is computed in advance and performed in an accurate way. The Ant algorithm is a multi-agent approach to complex combinative development issues. Example of this approach is travelling salesman problem (TSP). Real ant colonies were the inspiration behind these algorithms. Ant’s behavior is focused more to the continued existence of the colonies. They do not determine for the separate ant. Honeybee Foraging load balancing approach is one of the dynamic load balancing algorithms [6]. The design of these algorithms is based on the behavior of honey bees. The behavior of honey bee in load balancing technique has stimulated to decrease the response time of the virtual machine which decreases the waiting time as well. This algorithm does not show any development in throughput which is the main drawback of this algorithm. Active Clustering is a modified technique of random sampling. This algorithm uses the idea of clustering. Mutual grouping of similar nodes and execution of task on these grouped nodes is the main principle of this algorithm.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Jargalsaikhan Narantuya, et.al (2018) proposed a novel service-conscious approach for the cloud to cloud migration of services on numerous virtual machines [7]. The proposed approach analyzed the dependence of numerous virtual machines by means of network traffic strength in the determination of the migration sequence of dependent virtual machines for reducing the service downtime. The proposed migration technique was applied in an Open Stack-based test bed scenario. The tested outcomes demonstrated that the dependence amid the virtual machines was effectively recognized for the cloud to cloud migration. The proposed technique that exploited dependence amid the virtual machines considerably reduced the service downtime. It was identified that the proposed approach decreased the standard service downtime beyond 50% throughout the cloud to cloud migration. The future study will inspect the modelling and growth of cloud to cloud migration in additional complex cloud scenarios. Fei Zhang, et.al (2018) presented a summary of virtual machine migration and reviewed both its advantages and issues [8]. Three viewpoints named as manner, distance, and granularities were used to classify virtual machine migration methods. The studies performed on non-live migration were simply analyzed. Several surveys were carried out on live migration in an inclusive manner on the basis of three main issues it experienced i.e. transfer memory information and storage information transfer. To evaluate the performance of virtual machine migration, quantitative scrutiny was executed. User mobility became a significant inspiration for live virtual machine migration in some situations with the growth and advancement of cloud computing. Therefore, the works related to the linking of VM migration to user mobility were also reviewed. Uttam Mandal, et.al (2018) developed schemes for obtaining appropriate bandwidth and pre-copy redundancy calculation to enhance distinct accomplishment metrics of virtual transfer over a WAN [9]. In the initial phase, some models were formulated for the measurement of network resource utilization, migration period, and migration downtime. After that, a strategy was proposed for the determination of suitable transformation of bandwidth and amount of pre-copy iterations. Several mathematical tests were carried out in numerous cloud environments with a huge volume of migration requests. The tested outcomes depicted that the proposed approach consumed less number of network resources in comparison with highest and lowest bandwidth supplies approaches. The proposed approach achieved a considerably lesser migration period in comparison with minimum-bandwidth strategy. Umesh Deshpande, et.al (2018) introduced an advanced metric for live transformation of virtual machines termed as removal time [10]. This time was used in the eviction of one or more states of virtual machines from the source host. In this study, Scatter-Gather lives migration was also proposed. This approach decoupled the beginning and ending during transformation for reducing expulsion time in case of slow destination. The memory of virtual machines to several nodes was scattered by the source which included the destination and one or more mediators. At the same time, the destination gathered the memory of virtual machines from the mediators and the source. Therefore, the response rate of the target is no longer controlled the eviction from the source. In this study, parallel live expulsion of multiple virtual machines was supported, and duplications were exploited for the reduction of network overhead. Weizhan Zhang, et.al (2017) proposed a cluster-aware virtual machine combined migration approach for media cloud, firmly combine group, placing, and dynamic transfer procedure [11]. The proposed approach employed a clustering technique and a placement approach for the attainment of ultimate migration schemes for recently professed media server clusters.
It is also used for the efficient execution of the migration procedure of media servers. The tested outcomes showed that the proposed approach is able to transfer virtual media servers in the media cloud efficiently by decreasing the entire domestic services in DCN in the resource expenditure limitations of the media streaming operation. In the future, the performance of other packet level simulators like SimGrid or GreenCloud will be analyzed. Fei Tao, et.al (2016) scrutinized the issue of dynamic transformation of virtual machines (DM-VM) in the cloud computing paradigm [12]. In this study, a triple-objective optimization model for DM-VM was proposed. The proposed model considered power expenditure, the interaction between virtual machines, and migration cost under the usual working of paradigm. A binary graph matching-based bucket-code learning algorithm (BGM-BLA) was intended to solve the DM-VM issue. In this algorithm, BLA is used to find the topmost solutions. Binary graph matching was utilized to evaluate the candidate solutions. The tested outcomes depicted that the determined technique execute comparatively well in the condition of the attained Pareto sets and calculation time than two optimization algorithms. 

Jaspreet Singh, et.al (2017) proposed an algorithm named as multi-queue scheduling technique in cloud computing. In this algorithm, the user job is divided into multi queues and accomplishes the dynamic collection of user jobs for execution. MCQ model is efficiently separate the customer job into multi queues then give more importance in formation of combine jobs pattern by merging customer task from both queues for execution, so the approach allow us to enhance energy consumption, reduce execution time and decrease overall cost. This technique accomplishes a high degree of job scheduling in cloud computing [13]. Author of [15] proposed an effective job scheduling algorithm that decreases the execution time and energy consumption to some quantity for cloud customer’s jobs.

### III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this research, an intelligent genetic algorithm (IGA) is used to determine the issue of node failure and node migration within the cloud network. The proposed technique comprises several nodes. An expert node will be chosen from these nodes according to the loss rate and minimal completion time. In this situation, the master node fixes the threshold value. This threshold value involves two parameters. One parameter is the failure ratio while highest completion time is the other parameter. The expert node chooses those nodes as the candidate nodes that have equivalent or less failure rate and minimum execution time. The node N1 has lesser value as compared to the threshold value; therefore, it is selected as a candidate node. Node N2 comprises one lesser and other higher parameter thus it cannot be selected as a candidate node. The node N3 comprises value equivalent to the threshold, therefore, this node is chosen as a candidate node. Yet again, node N4 comprises higher value than the threshold value, as a result, this node so it cannot be selected as candidate node. Candidate node starts its functioning after selection. In this case, several tasks are implemented. During the completion of the task, one node can move from its location and this result in task failure. A novel methodology has been proposed to eliminate the issue of failure which occurs due to the movement of the node. A unique parameter is added in the proposed algorithm known as master node time. It is the ultimate time that associate the end customers. It is used for node cooperation. The computational formulas for calculation master node time given below:

E-cost= maximum completion time + Time is taken by the expert node................................................. (eq1)

After that profit of each node is calculated based upon below equations:

Profit of each node = each node failure + E-cost................................................................. (eq2)

Burden of all nodes= No. of tasks + highest completion time/ Profit.................................................. (eq3)

The node having maximum weight is selected. Weight will be measured through above mentioned formula.

#### a) Computational Flowchart of Proposed Algorithm
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Fig 1. Flowchart of proposed system

Steps of the Intelligent Genetic algorithm are explained below:-
Step 1 Get record of all virtual machine those are active on all hosts.
Step 2 Initialize no movement is done.
Step 3 Get asset consumption, failure ratio, and completion time of all system.
Step 4 Create transition matrix for all virtual machines and hosts.
Step 5 Loop will achieve until all machines on overused hosts are change
Step 5.1 Determine the current consumption of each host for that specific virtual machine that needs migration.
Step 5.2 Check creation history of the virtual machine.
Step 5.3 Analyse growing in consumption of selected hosts with different hosts.
Step 5.4 Select hosts for which increase in utilization is least
Step 5.5 if highest consumption surpasses upper use threshold go to step 5.1.
Step 6 Else chooses that specific host for relocation.
Step 7 return movement record

b) Pseudo Code of Intelligent Genetic Algorithm (IGA)
The pseudo code for proposed algorithm is given below:

1. Begin
2. Input: Virtual machine
3. Output: Task migration
4. Define Number of Tasks as TK
5. Threshold value of failure rate as FR
6. Threshold value of execution time as ER
7. Repeat while virtual machine are selected for the Task(TK)
8. If (FR of machine i > FR of machine i+1)
9. If (ER of machine i > ER of machine i+1)
10. Select i+1 as best machine
11. End if
12. End if
13. End of while
14. If (virtual i get overloaded=true)
15. Calculate weight()
16. If (weight of i > weight of i+1)
17. Select machine i for migration
18. Else
19. Select execute weight algorithm
20. End if
21. End

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The proposed algorithm is applied on Cloud Sim simulator due to the complexity involved in real time simulation. A comparison between the performances of earlier [14] and proposed approach is performed on the basis of power utilization and execution time and bandwidth. The simulation parameters are explain in the table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of VM</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of cloudlets</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host Memory</td>
<td>2 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>Xenon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Data centers</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Simulation Parameters

Fig 2: IGA Algorithm

As shown in figure 2, the IGA algorithm is applied for the migration of the virtual machine. The IGA algorithm transfer the task of the over loaded server to most reliable machine. The accuracy of the machine is determined on the basis of weight. The virtual machine which has maximum weight is considered as maximum reliable.
Table 2: Comparison of genetic algorithm and proposed algorithm based on some parameters:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Genetic Algorithm [14]</th>
<th>Proposed Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Execution time</td>
<td>22.34 seconds</td>
<td>8.12 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space Utilization</td>
<td>13 buffers</td>
<td>5 buffers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth consumption</td>
<td>120 mbps</td>
<td>80 mbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Comparison of genetic algorithm and proposed an intelligent genetic algorithm based on some parameters.

As shown in figure 4, the space utilization of the proposed technique is correlates with existing genetic algorithm. It is analyzed that the proposed algorithm has low space utilization as compared to the genetic algorithm.

Fig 3: Execution Time

As shown in figure 3, the completion time of the genetic algorithm is compared with the proposed algorithm. Due to virtual machine migration proposed approach has short execution time as compared to the genetic algorithm.

Fig 4: Space Utilization

As shown in figure 4, the space utilization of the proposed algorithm is compared with the genetic algorithm for virtual machine migration. The proposed algorithm has low space utilization as compared to existing genetic algorithm.

Fig 5: Bandwidth Comparison

As shown in figure 5, the bandwidth of the proposed algorithm is compared with the genetic algorithm for virtual machine migration. The proposed algorithm has low bandwidth consumption as compared to existing genetic algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, it is concluded that load balancing is the main issue of cloud architecture. The load balancing can increase latency in the network. The genetic algorithm is applied in the previous research work for virtual machine migration. We have presented and simulated our proposed algorithm in cloud environment using cloud sim and the experiment results have demonstrated that proposed approach performs well and can leads to a substantial improvement in terms of space utilization, bandwidth consumption and execution time when compared with earlier used genetic algorithm approach. In the future, we will combine the energy-efficient aspect in our approach for improving its further performance.
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